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Abstract: The trending demand of alternative sources of 

the energy is required to the growing demand of the 

people. It can be done by two ways first one is to find 

alternative resource of energy and another one is by 

reducing the energy consumption of the present available 

resources. We can control the street light manually but it is 

time taken and also time lagging chances are there , the 

automatic fault detection scheme has the provision to 

detect the fault without the man power  as well as 

controlling is easy without lapsing of time. Our project 

aims to reduce the chances of error and increase the 

feasibility of system.  
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1. Introduction 

As our is about smart city, when we define smart city , it is an 

urban area that uses different type of electronic methods and 
sensors to collect data, insight gain from the data are used  to 

manage resources and services efficiently . 

According to data, 80% of currently produced electrical power 

is used to supply urban necessities and about 60% out of this 

is required for street lamps, due to their continuous operations 

at night time. As everyone knows street light becomes large 

energy consumer  so we need to save our  or conserve energy 

because most of the energy source we depends on, like coal 

and natural gas can’t be replaced once we use them , they are 

gone forever. Saving power is very important, instead of using 

the power in unnecessary time. It  should be switched off  

because most of the time we see street light are on even after 
sunrise  thus wasting of lots of energy saving is key point in 

the context of smart cities, in this project  we focus on the 

achievable  energy saving by adopting smart lighting system 

in place of traditional incandescent/fluorescent lamps. 

        In this respect, smart lighting control system play a 

crucial role in energy consumption reduction .In fact the 

advances in wired and wireless network control technologies 

and embedded system have made it feasible to design. Modern 

lighting system endowed with smart technologies  where the 

energy saving issue can be efficiently death with this project is 

all about to control the power consumptions at the streets and 
eliminating manpower. This includes the controlling a circuit 

of stret lights with specific sensor, LDR and microcontroller 

during day and night. 

The aim of the project is designing and executing the 

advanced development  in embedded system for energy saving 

of street lights and now a days  human are too busy, and it’s 

unable to find time even to switch off the lights wherever not 

necessary and monitor the status of light . 

It is very hard job to collect information  of electric light status 

, they are running or not. You have requires lots of men power 

and days to get information . Then you can know the current 

status of electric pole light status . 
      To remove the men power and get status of all electric  

poles information with in few minutes we have design this 

project. 

 

2. Related Work: 

A smart traffic management system that is partially deployed 

in Cambridge city where queue detectors are buried in the 

roads that detect the traffic queue and inform the central 

control unit which takes decision accordingly. Since the 

system is centralized that can slow down due to networking 

issues [9]. The researcher used surveillance cameras to detect 
traffic and OCR to identify the vehicles through number plate 

recognition which is a simple detection method but the system 

will fail in Pakistan as there are different kinds of traffic 

including cycles, donkey carts which have no number plate 

[10]. Osman et al. proposed a system in which they have used 

surveillance cameras to detect traffic density using MATLAB, 

a traffic controller and a wireless transmitter used to send 

images to the server after that server calculated traffic density 

by using those images of every section. This system used fixed 

(predefined) thresholds that depend on a number of vehicles 

on road. An algorithm was used to set a time span of red light 

for a particular lane of the intersection, which is determined by 
traffic density on road and forwarded to the microcontroller 

and then server [11]. 

Jadhav et al. used surveillance cameras, MATLAB and KEIL 

(Microcontroller coding) to control traffic congestion. This 

paper also discusses the priority-based traffic clearance and 

red signal broker (Number plate detection). Due to using 

heavy hardware, it is difficult to manage and become costly 

[8]. 

Bui et al. Analyzed a real-time process synchronization based 

system to manage the traffic flow dynamically. Sensors were 

used to detect the traffic, where vehicle to vehicle and vehicle 
to infrastructure communication was done by using wireless 

communication devices. Controller placed at the center of the 

intersection received vehicles’ and pedestrians’ information 

and requests and process using first come first serve method 

[12]. 
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Swathi et al. proposed smart traffic routing system that 

chooses the shortest route having the least congestion. Sensors 

are used to collect data about traffic density, these sensors use 

solar energy and battery. �Sensors kept transmitting infrared 
light and when an object came near, they detect traffic density 

by monitoring the reflected light from the vehicle. However, 

readings may change with the change in temperature and 

humidity [13]. 

Al-Sakran et al. proposed a system in which major goals were 

detecting vehicles and get their location by using sensors and 

RFIDs after getting data it sent to centralized controlling 

center by using a wireless connection for further processing. 

Researchers used cloud computing, RFIDs, GPS, wireless 

sensor network (WSN), agent and other modern tools and 

technologies to collect, store, manage and supervise traffic 
information [14]. 

 

3. Methodology: 

We describe the basic components of the project here in 

simple terms. We designed the hardware, the software, and the 

GUI. After reading several research papers, we understand the 

summary, and now we realize what people are experiencing 

before in order to move ahead with idea. In other words, 

methodology refers to a very specific collection of data, 

methods, procedures, and practices for research work. In 

general, research strategy is a description of how the research 

will be undertaken and, ultimately, what the results will be. 
Also, understand existing methods and introduce new ones for 

improving. 

 

 

 
 

There are four main  functions that determine methodology:- 

1. GUI Designing 

2. Hardware Designing 

3. Internet service  

4. Establish communication (between hardware and 

software) 

5. Fetching Data 

 

GUI (Graphical User Interface):- 

For this project, we used Python to create a GUI. Tkinter is the 

most commonly used GUI method in Python. It uses a 

standard Python interface to the Tk GUI toolkit included with 

Python, making it the most efficient and easiest way to 

develop GUI (Graphical User Interface). GUIs help 

individuals communicate with electronic devices like 

computers, mobile phones, and other devices through 

symbols, icons, menus, and other graphics. They demonstrate 

information visually. 

 

Hardware Designing:- 

Hardware we use is designed as two pole with a 12 volt 

battery, LDR sensor, LED, current transformer, node MCU 

and programming written in Node MCU. Hardware 

programming is arduino code written in C language. 

The prototype system is designed for two poles, actually we 

will use two pairs of electric poles for our demonstration. By 

changing the csv file data we can add thousands of poles for 

online tracking, and on each pole we need to interface our 

device. 

 

Internet Service:- 
Having a network will provide connectivity, power, policy, 

compute, security, and manageability at scale for IOT 

deployments.IOT devices must be connected to the controllers 

that will control the devices. The connection may be wired or 

wireless. As our project is based on the IOT so internet 

connectivity plays a important role in the project. We need 

different hotspot or network connecting source for establish 

connectivity in hardware and software. 

 

 
 

Establish communication:- In this project we establish the 

communication between hardware and software by the 

dweet.io API. Dweet is free and easy to use though we will 

mention an inexpensive enhanced version of the service. There 

are many messaging services (for instance MQTT) that can be 
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used by IOT application, but very few are simple along with 

being free. Dweet is an IOT platform where connected devices 

can send messages according to its creators. “It’s like Tweeter 

for Social machines.” 

 

Fetching Data:- 

We can understand the fetching of data by a example ie; The 

mobile application connect to the internet and send data to a 

server over the internet. The server retrieves that data, interest 

it, perform the necessary action and send it back to your 

phone. The application interprets the retrieved data and 

displays it on your phone, means to collect data from cloud 

storage that is fetching of data. 

 

 
 

4. Result and Discussion: 

This is our prototype system for demonstration, so we are 

designing for 2 pole. actually we will use 2 number of electric 

pole’s for our demo. But only changing in our CSV files data 

we can add thousands of pole for on line tracking & on each 

pole we have to interface our device. 

For easy understanding we have divide our project in 2 

sections- 
1. Hardware Part 

2. Software part 

Programming is involved in both part. In Software which will 

run on CPU , we will use Python & in hardware we are using c 

language for Arduino programming. 

In real time, we will setup one hardware on each poll & will 

connected with internet via Wi-Fi or any other medium. 

Hardware will send data to server after every 60 minutes & 

software will collect that data from server & generate report of 

poll. 

But in our case for demo purpose we have setup two button  

Hardware, one button for on or off one lamp & another button 
to send data to server. First we will turn on lamp by on/off 

switch, then  we will collect data from server, it will shows 

lamp status with ok, next will turn off lamp & send data to 

again on server, next again collect data from server, now it 

shows fault in result. 

 

The case diagram of the project completely define, what is 

actually happen in this project. As we can see in the above 

diagram, admin first manage the area and  the street light 

selected in that particular area and then add csv.file  for your 
convenient, how many pole you want to monitor the status of 

those pole. We design a GUI which contain boxes that is 

division list, pole Id, running status, time interval and button 

that starts the monitor. we design a  excel list which is 

automatically update when we start monitoring and update the 

status of lamp on behalf of the sensor result. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Case Diagram 

 

 

 
Fig. 4: Hardware Part. 

 

The above image is the prototype model of street light system. 

The lamp represent the street light and all the other things is 

used for the modernization of street light. As part of the 
design, we installed light sensor within all the street light 

circuits, which are responsible for turning on and off 
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automatically. Once the light are on, the current sensor reports 

the status of the problem to a centralized system using LDR 

technology. Having the status available in a centralized system 

makes it easier for workman to locate the faulty light for 
repair, thus reducing the amount of time searching for it and 

repairing. It also collects the useful information from each 

street light at the end of each day. The information is stored in 

a database that generates information charts. These charts 

display information such as the area of the monitoring pole, 

the pole id, current status of the lamp, and the timing of the 

monitoring. The proposed system aim to achieve individual 

fault repaired within few working hour instead of taking days. 

 

5. GUI Interface:  

Graphical user interface is a form of user interface that allows 
users to interact with electronic devices through graphical 

icons and audio indicators as the main symbols, instead of 

typing command labels based on the user’s text interface or 

text navigation. 

In 1979, Xerox Palo Alto research center developed the first 

GUI prototype. A young man named Steve Jobs is looking for 

new ideas to develop the future version of Apple computer. He 

traded $1 million in stock options to Xerox to learn more 

about its current facilities and projects. 

The GUI presents system resources, mainly data files and 

applications, in graphical objects called icons on the screen, 

and allows users to use the mouse as another input device to 
express their needs, such as selecting objects, and calling 

tasks. 

 

 
Fig. 5: GUI Interface. 
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